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The curriculum
Educational objectives:
Technical approach to the teaching of the course aims to expand students. Acquiring basic knowledge of electrical engineering
A detailed description of the object schedule:
Lecture topics:
education week
Date (month, day)
Topics:
1.

Production and features single-phase alternating current. Peak and RMS value. The coil and the capacitor AC circuit. RLC circuits. AC power, power factor correction.
2.

Production of three-phase voltage. Three-phase networks. Star and delta.
Transformers operating principle, equivalent circuit, operating conditions. The transformer structure. Special transformers.
3.

The basics of electronics. Semiconductor devices. The diode characteristics, application areas. Rectifier circuits. Special properties diodes. Power supplies.
4.

The thyristor, triac and diac structure, characteristic curves and application areas. Transistors construction, operation, characteristic curves. Amplifier basic circuits. The transistor switching operation. Amplifier circuit features. Operational Amplifiers construction, operation modes. Oscillators. Multi Plate.
5.

Operating principles, structure, replacing the coupling of the asynchronous machine. The single-phase asynchronous motor.
6.

Operating principle, starting torque and asynchronous machines. Principle of operation of DC machines, excitation solutions and operational features.
7.

TEST
Gyakorlatok:
education week
Date (month, day)
Topics:
1.

The main characteristics of DC networks. Ohm's law. The electrical work and performance. Kirchhoff's laws. Resistances connecting methods. Wheatstone measuring bridge.
2.

Devices for measurement boundary expansion. Voltage divider (potentiometer). Internal resistance of voltage sources, switching modes.
3.

Electric field characteristics. Electric field, potential. Plane capacitor capacity. Charging and discharging capacitors. The energy of the capacitor. Capacitors switching modes.
4.

The magnetic structure and characteristics. Ampere's Law. Forces in the magnetic field. Straight leading magnetic field. Magnetic circuits. The electromagnetic induction. Motional-, static and and self-induction.
5.

TEST
6.

The coil and the capacitor AC circuit. RLC circuits. AC power, power factor correction.
7.

Production of three-phase voltage. Three-phase networks. Star and delta.
Mid-semester requirements
Participation in sessions:
Absenteeism in accordance with TVSZ be maintained.
Tests, homeworks, reports, etc. (number, date)

tests: 1.










The signing of the acquisition / development of a mid-semester mark method:
Students write one piece of the test during the semester. In case of non-written or failure classroom study period once it is possible to replace or repetition test. Depending showed during the semester, the students will receive mid-year performance tickets last school day of the semester. If the interim ticket insufficient or can not be evaluated in a alternative evaluation obtain a successful student semester ticket the first two weeks of the exam. If this fails, the mid-semester mark is insufficient and it is no longer serviceable.
(. Written, oral, test, etc.) and test method for the assessment of ways:
No exam.
LITERATURE
compulsory: 
Bogár Istvánné: Elektrotechnika I.
Bertalan Gábor: Elektrotechnika II.
Bertalan Gábor: Elektrotechnika példatár.

Recommended:
 Elektrotechnika (Röviden és tömören sorozat, Mőszaki Könyvkiadó)
 Elektrotechnikai szakismeretek (Műszaki Könyvkiadó, 1997)
 Klaus Beuth-Olaf Beuth: Az elektronika alapjai II. (Félvezetık)
Others aids: 
Internet: http://uni-obuda.hu/users/varkovi.jozsef/vj/elektro.html
The current methods of quality assurance:
Teaching takes place annually review in relation to the matter, taking into consideration the effectiveness of knowledge transfer, as well as by students and graduates of the opinions from the evaluation of information. Based on the evaluation, development actions on the subject can be launched with an area of
- Knowledge transfer methodology,
- The content of the curriculum,
- Lectures and practices is built on each other.
The changes carried out and the results of the annual evaluation, and shall keep a record of good elements organized by the specialist responsible for scheduling are incorporated in the program in the subject.
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